
I reckon this a great privilege to have received the opportunity to address you all and I am of the 
belief that whatever I am going to talk to you today must have a lasting impression in your minds 
even after you have reached your home back. I wouldn’t want this to sound like a typical speech that 
is so one-sided. I would like, instead, to see what I am going to speak reflecting in your minds and 
later in our lives, including my own and everyone else associating with us in the later parts of our 
life. 

In the grand of scheme of things happening in our life—our family, work, social status and 
everything else—we are constantly in a journey to become successful so that we can provide for our 
family, take care of our parents, give a helping hand to someone less-privileged in the society. 

However, there’s one thing that will change everything that we do, and will do—our perseverance. I 
would like to tell you all a story about perseverance of a person who went on to become one of the 
most celebrated personalities of our time. 

She is a lady, and in this tumultuous time to find the fame and respect she has amassed makes it all 
the more exciting. It was in 1990 she had a great idea for a story when she was travelling. Though 
she began writing the story, it was blocked as her mother died in the same year. As she was 
extremely close to her mother, it did really take a toll on her life and her writing. 

However, she channeled her grief to writing to endow the story with a deeper and impulsive 
emotional background and setting. However, though she was writing she had to find a job and 
moved to another country where she met a man, married and divorced him after the birth of their 
first child. It was reported that she underwent domestic abuse from her husband. 

At this point, she began considering her a failure and to even contemplated committing suicide as 
she was living on the government-assisted welfare. Even during the hardest times of her life, she 
kept writing the book and when she finished writing the book, she approached as many as 12 
publishers to publish the book. However, all of them rejected her book. 

However, a publishing house accepted for a meager advance, but the book went on to break record 
and become one of the most beloved, celebrated and published children’s books.  

I guess you may have understood who I was talking about—yes, it is JK Rowling, the author of the 
famous Harry Potter book series.  

Just imagine, if she had stopped writing the book, committed suicide or just went for a regular job 
that helped her pay her bills.  

The world would have been without the famous Harry Potter who influenced the lives of many 
children across the world. 

So what made her keep at her work was her perseverance? The unwavering focus she had displayed 
even when everything that we human consider the center of our life was slipping away from her 
hands. It is that focus, perseverance and willingness to never give is all what we need to become 
successful in our life like we would never imagine. 

So, I hope that each of has the focus and conviction to keep working hard even when our life lets us 
down. It is when we get up, push ourselves further, get knocked down again and move forward 
again that we become chiseled like a diamond. 

So, I hope this gives you a little to think over and become successful in your life at the end of the day 
even when the odds are stacked against us. 

Never give up. 



I wish you all a wonderful evening. Thank you. 

 


